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Abstract 

Designed artifacts are exposed to phenomena such as unexpected interactions with other 

artifacts, engagement by unanticipated people, and unpredictable changes of themselves and 

of the social contexts. To understand such phenomena, the authors have developed a model 

for depicting such “expanded phenomena” structurally and grasp the history as a network of 

selfconscious and unselfconscious design activities. The model focuses on variant and 

invariant elements in the history, and extract each change as a C-unit, which refers to a unit 

of change, where designing is viewed as causing something to change. Each C-unit is 

represented by three layers, actor or agency (A), background (B) and changed object (C). The 

history is depicted as a temporal network of C-units, named C-network, by connecting 

common elements between C-units. By expanding the scope of design with other artifacts, 

people, and time, we become able to analyze design activities from a wider and more 

longitudinal viewpoint than existing design studies. 

design in history; design process; design activity; unselfconscious design process; bricolage; 

expanded phenomena 

 

 

Designing usually means “changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, 

p.111). Existing studies on design used to primarily focus on the identification and 

development of methodology to design. 

People, however, often engage in design activities in their daily lives in a casual manner 

without being conscious of such methodology. For example, fixing a hole on a roof and 

raking up fallen leaves in a garden could be also taken as design activities with respect to 

changing existing situations into better ones. Alexander (1964) call such a design activity, 

which is embedded in tradition and habitation, as an “unselfconscious process,” as contrasted 

with a “selfconscious process,” which means a design process based on theories and 

regulations. 
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People often do “bricolage,” which means to gather things handily available and make them 

serve as a means to solve the problem at hand (Lévi-strauss, 1966). We use newspaper to 

swat a fly, pile books to adjust the height of a projector, and collect and arrange stones and 

tires thrown in grassland to enjoy picnic. Kaijima et al. (2001) explored Tokyo and collected 

samples in which buildings or urban spaces are bricolaged with oddly assembled functions, 

such as tennis courts overhanging streets, or a shrine built on a rooftop of stores. Such 

examples can also be viewed as designs in an urban scale, which are conducted by 

unrenowned designers, who scrutinize the environment, laws, and functions of the existing 

buildings and come up with an innovative, or bizarre solution. 

The world has become as it is now through a variety of design activities. Some parts of such 

activities are conducted in selfconscious processes, but a vast number of unselfconscious 

processes and bricolages are also embedded in the past activities.  

Expanded Design Studies 

This paper views design in a much wider sense than usual, by including such 

unselfconscious designs, bricolages, as well as other changes inevitably caused by nature, 

physical wears, and deterioration over a long period of time. Our focus is set on the changing 

process of our world caused by such phenomena. This paper proposes to expand existing 

studies on design in the following three dimensions to understanding the process. 

First, we expand the range of artifacts to be discussed under the theme of design. Existing 

studies on design used to primarily focus on the processes and methods for the design of a 

single artifact. However, it is important to note that the existing artifacts of any type today 

are currently co-existing in our world and each of us simultaneously engages ourselves in a 

variety of designed artifacts. Interactions may emerge among artifacts mediated by the space 

and those who engage in them, which the original designers of the artifacts might not have 

anticipated at the time of designing. Bricolage is the result of such interactions. Our research 

focuses more on the emerging relationships among co-existing designed artifacts, which are 

not necessarily intended for a common purpose or considered for the same context, but 

rather, they incidentally situated together, creating functional, societal, and cultural 

consequences. Here, by “artifacts” we mean a wide variety of man-made things including 

micro-scale IC chips to macro-scale cities as they all are co-existing in the world and 

designed and used by people. Every artifact is a whole as itself, but also a part of a larger 

whole at the same time. Thus, this paper treat IC chip and the city equally in the conceptual 

aspect despite the difference of scale. 

The second expansion is about humans. Usually, “users” are assumed to be people in focus 

when designing an artifact. However, we are concerned with the fact that designed artifacts 

co-exist not only with the “users” of the artifacts but also with other people who live in the 

context where the produced artifacts are situated. What we are interested in are the 

“unintentional” interactions of artifacts with those who are not even aware of the existence 
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of the artifacts. In Heidegger’s terms, we may say that such “unaware” artifacts are ready-at-

hand but not present-at-hand. The term “users” now becomes questionable because they are 

not necessarily using the artifacts. Moreover, unexpected interactions among humans 

possibly emerge as much as those between artifacts. There are various communities which 

cannot be explained by stereotypes like family or classmate as Alexander (1965a, 1965b) 

points out. Designers do not always assume such emerging groups, which may be reflected 

by new relationships between people and artifacts. 

The third expansion is about time. This paper captures design activities in a longitudinal time 

span. As Simon (1996, p.111.) defined, artifacts are in general designed to make existing 

situations better and/or solve existing problems. However, designed artifacts change as the 

time passes, by alternating themselves or being transferred to other places etc. In addition, 

situations around the artifacts and the entire system of artifacts and people also change. 

Possibility of unexpected interactions among artifacts and people increases extremely by 

taking time into consideration because artifacts and people inevitably “change” through the 

time (such as by learning, by getting old, and by being physically deteriorated). Humans, in 

general, are to respond to changes in a flexible manner, such as in recovering cities from 

disaster, and applying a newly-invented technology to a product. 

This paper discusses emerging phenomena among artifacts, people and temporal changes 

including unconscious, spontaneous, unpredictable, and responsive changes in the design 

context. We call them “expanded phenomena.” In studying expanded phenomena, the range 

of discussions on design studies is to be expanded in the artifacts, humans and temporal 

dimensions. 

The Goal of the Study 

Our goal is not to design the entire expanded phenomena, which involves the significant 

amount of uncertainty. Rather, we argue that the very infinite possibility of such interactions 

and changes is one of the dynamic aspects of design and the world. In some cases, new 

problem emerges with the designed artifact through interactions and changes, but in other 

cases, unanticipated new uses and new viewpoints may be found effective to make the world 

a better place. Designed artifacts are re-designed by people in the subsequent time periods by 

finding new problems or potentials, and the world remains changing through reiterating such 

design activities. “Expanded phenomena” may often be observed in our history as well as in 

our daily life, without explicit recognition of their underlying design activities. 

We believe that understanding expanded phenomena will help us grasp how design activities 

affect our complex and changing society. Practical design activities should be conducted 

based on the understanding of expanded phenomena; instead of concerning with the social 

implications of an artifact to be designed, we need to engage in design from the perspective 

of the visions of the future implied by the history. We argue that the study on expanded 
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phenomena is important especially today since the effects of design activities tend to spread 

rapidly due to the progress of information technology and globalization. 

Some of the existing studies exploit changes and interactions in individual design cases 

(such as Kaijima et al., 2001), and some show the vision and the method to design our 

society from a temporal perspective (e.g., Matsuoka, 2012). This paper proposes a general 

theory primarily to understand the expanded phenomena among designed artifacts. This 

paper first tries to depict a wide variety of cases of the expanded phenomena by using a 

common, structural form. Based on the depiction, we then visually demonstrate how 

designed artifacts are situated in the large extent of people and other artifacts over the long 

period of time, and how they transform temporally and cause new interactions.  

The  goal of our research includes to construct a research method that spans over multiple 

disciplines, including product design, computational design, community design and social 

design. What we call expanded phenomena can be observed in such disciplines, but grasping 

them as a whole requires the combination of multiple disciplines. This paper primarily uses 

the design of Japanese ancient capital, Kyoto, as an example because it is familiar and 

comprehensive as a cross-disciplinary design domain. Theories and methods in this paper 

should be adapted to disciplines for other design domains. 

Although it is difficult to predict the future, we are able to look back events in the past. Our 

approach uses historical events and depict them as expanded phenomena. We have taken an 

empirical approach by introducing “history” as a sample data to inquire the large flow and 

propensity hidden in the history. It is not our goal to study the history per se; rather, we 

introduce a representational model that allows us to grasp partial aspects of the history in a 

simplified form. 

In what follows, Chapter 2 shows a conceptual model for understanding the expanded 

phenomena. Chapter 3 demonstrates the method of visualizing such phenomena. We discuss 

the approach in Chapter 4, and conclude the paper. 

Capturing History as a Network of Changes 

There have been some approaches primarily in the historical studies and urban planning 

domains to visualize and depict historical development over time. Braudel (1996a, 1996b), 

for instance, represents the spatiotemporal and social history of Mediterranean world. 

Crosby (1973) has demonstrated that the complex process of urban design, development and 

daily life can be represented as a game through metaphor. Rowe et al. (1978) analyzed 

historical and modern cities by the concept of collage and bricolage. The main purpose of 

such existing areas is to capture and understand the historical development over time. In 

contrast, our approach is to propose a model to capture complex interplay among artifacts 

through the eyes of design studies and we use the history as a means to serve for the purpose. 

The work we report in this paper is originated from the model we developed in 2012 (Kita et 

al., 2012). Initial versions of the model had then been reported in (Kita, 2014) as a way to 
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depict the evolution of urban design. This paper reconstructs and elaborates the previous 

model from the viewpoint of design studies, especially around the concept of expanded 

phenomena.  

The C-units 

The history is continuous along the time dimension. We segment the temporal flow of 

historical events to structurally depict them. The approach we have taken identifies segments 

in terms of the variant and the invariant. Conceptually, the temporal flow of the world can 

be represented through the cycles of variants and invariants as shown in Figure 1. Designing 

means to cause something to change. We extract the segment of variant from the history, and 

call it a “C-unit.” The term C-unit represents the unit of change to depict an element of the 

expanded phenomena in a structural form. 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram representing the temporal flow of the world 

Our approach views a C-unit to include an event where a person changes an artifact, such as 

producing, transforming, moving, or removing something. Some C-units also include events 

where a person affects another person or an organization. These C-units may be regarded as 

design activities, where some people's intention is reflected in those changing events. 

In addition to such intentional acts, the world changes without intentional, or explicit design 

activities. For example, natural disaster, aging of artifacts due to continuous use, or people’s 

passing away, change the state of the world. Our approach also considers such changes as C-

units of expanded phenomena because they are likely to result in unexpected changes for 

other designed artifacts and serve as a context for the subsequent design activities. 

Due to the broad interpretation of C-units including a variety of changes, it is not only 

artifact that changes in C-units. This paper has already been using the term “artifact” in a 

general sense. Non-substantial elements, such as regulation, value and religion, natural 

objects, as well as people should also be analyzed in the same way with artifacts because 

they change in the history. This paper treats expanded concepts including artifacts, 

unsubstantial and natural objects, and people, as objects. This way of thinking resembles to 

the actor network theory (Latour, 1987), where both humans and nonhumans are treated as 

“actors” in an equal manner. 

We define an interaction as an encounter or a connection between objects related to each C-

unit. Interactions among a vacant land, a client, and an architect yield an architectural 

design. Unusual encounters among objects, for instance, the combination of a vacant land 
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and demonstrators against the government, is an unexpected interaction. Interactions always 

have possibility to cause changes because they serve as a new context for each related 

element. Bricolages are design activities of combining elements through such interactions. 

Changes in the history vary from micro activities (e.g., writing a letter) to macro events (e.g., 

a world war). Theoretically, we would like to capture all types of changes equally even if 

they have different scale, but practically, we may have to choose some changes or the total 

time span to depict through some criteria depending on the goal of analysis. 

The C-network 

C-units are not interdependent, but linked to one another. We call the entire linked structure 

of C-units “C-network,” which complicatedly spreads mediated by objects. 

For example, a C-unit may be a cause or a presupposition to another C-unit. Such 

relationships are expressed via their objects. If a house is renovated to a restaurant a couple 

of hundred years later from its original construction, we may say that the original house 

design and the renovation are C-units to be linked together. If an architecture is designed on 

the basis of a rule, the establishment of the rule is presupposition of the architectural design 

and they should also be linked to each other. In the architectural design of the second 

example, the rule does not change itself but raises an interaction with a newly built 

architecture and becomes a background to its design. The background is as important as the 

changed element because of the interactions among them, even though it does not change 

itself. Thus, C-units that have a common object in changed elements, backgrounds or 

designers can be linked to one another.  

Time is a necessary condition for the links to exist besides objects. On the one hand, a C-unit 

takes place only as a consequence of another C-unit, which inevitably requires to take time 

into consideration. On the other hand, time is also a constraint for a linkage. If an artifact is 

the background of a C-unit, the artifact must have been produced before the C-unit takes 

place. 

The Structure of C-units 

Depicting a link requires to depict each of the C-units that are related to the link. A simple 

way is to identify a C-unit by naming it, such as “the construction of the ‘AAA’ station” or 

“the ‘BBB’ earthquake.” The naming convention, however, fails to express the connections 

between C-units and their temporal relationships. As described above, a C-unit may be 

depicted by using the four elements, consisting of a changed object, a background object, 

people (as designers), and time. Corresponding to those four elements, we propose to use the 

three layers (composed of “C (Changed object),” “B (Background),” and “A (Agency or 

Actor)”) and “t (time)” to depict each C-unit, as a simple, uniform manner. 

The “C” layer corresponds to changed objects of the C-unit. Any types of objects can be 

placed at the “C” layer. An object in the “C” layer usually changes through an intentional 
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design activity, but it may also change through an unintentional act, or through natural 

reactions. 

The “B” layer holds objects that do not change but serve as the background, context, 

condition or presupposition for the C-unit. Any objects may be placed in the “B” layer. 

Objects in the “B” layer has an interaction with those in the “C” and “A” layers in the C-unit. 

An object in the “B” layer is a key for the entire C-network structure to broaden because an 

object in the “B” layer may become one in the “C” or “A” layer in other C-units.  

The “A” layer often represents actors or agencies who design and change the objects in the 

“C” layer of the C-unit. Both individuals and teams can be filled in the “A” layer, but the 

layer can hold only humans in contrast to that any type of objects may be placed in the “B” 

and “C” layers. This paper takes a stance that humans are privileged over objects because 

humans can have intentions for design. This is in contrast to the actor network theory, where 

both humans and nonhumans are captured equally as “actors” based on the quite broad 

interpretation of intention. 

As the last element of a C-unit, “t” represents the time or the period when the C-unit takes 

place. Changes have temporal duration as shown in Figure 1. Building an architecture needs 

the time period for the construction ranging from some days to some years. We may also 

represent the time element not as the duration but as a single point, such as one day or one 

year when we capture a relatively short change like building an architecture in the 

longitudinal time span. On the other hand, gradual change which occurred, for example, 

“from the ninth century to the eleventh century” should be depicted with duration. 

Our approach also gives a label for a C-unit, and denote it with “n.” 

In what follows, we use “A,” “B,” and “C” to denote objects in the “A” layer, in the “B” layer 

or in the “C” layer, respectively, unless otherwise noted. The next chapter describes how the 

depiction model is used to represent the expanded phenomena visually by using the 

historical development of the city of Kyoto as an example. 

Depicting Expanded phenomena 

Depicting a C-unit 

Figure 2 presents a notation of the depiction of a C-unit. C means the object before change 

and C' means after change. 

𝑛
 
 
𝑡
[
 
 
 
  Ａ

Ｂ 

Ｃ → Ｃ
′

]
 
 
 
 

  

Figure 2: A Notation for depicting a C-unit 
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A number of design studies consider that design process includes trial and error, for example, 

Mesarović (1964) depicted the process as spiral move of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, 

and Schön (1984) showed that professional practitioners always reflect on their own 

approach during the action. In contrast, our proposed model only depicts the start and the 

result of each design process to show the longitudinal flow of history. 

Let us now describe the example of applying our scheme to depict the historical 

development of the city of Kyoto. Figure 3 represents the process of building Heiankyo 

capital, which was the Japanese ancient capital between 794 and 1867, which is now called 

as Kyoto. In late 700’s, Emperor Kanmu was looking for a place for building a new capital 

because the then capital Nagaokakyo built in 784 resulted in failure due to plague and 

vandalism. Chinese cosmology was heavily trusted at that time, which influenced the way of 

choosing a place and determining an urban structure for a capital. The geographical place of 

the Kyoto basin was then found to be a good place as a capital by the cosmology, when the 

Kyoto basin was very little developed, and the emperor has decided to build his new capital 

in Kyoto. This process is depicted as follows. 

𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑦𝑜 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
 
 

794

[

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝐾𝑎𝑛𝑚𝑢 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 / 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐾𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛 → 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑦𝑜 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
] 

Figure 3: An example of depicting a C-unit 

As shown in this case, each layer may have one or more objects. The number “794” filled in 

t means the year in which this change occurred. Construction of Heiankyo was actually said 

to have lasted more than ten years, but we represent the time by the year the emperor 

declared the transfer of the capital. 

Let us now describe an example of a C-unit, which is without intentional design activity and 

how it can be depicted as a second case. 

 

𝑛
 
 
𝑡
[
 
 
 
  ―

Ｂ 

Ｃ → Ｃ
′

]
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: A notation for depicting a C-unit with no intentional design activity 

There is no A in such C-unit. For example, next figure shows the process in which Heiankyo 

capital partly collapsed because of an earthquake called Ninna earthquake in 887. 
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 𝐶𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒 𝑏𝑦 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑘𝑒
 
 

887

[
―

𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑦𝑜 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 → 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑦𝑜 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑)

] 

Figure 5: An example of depicting a C-unit with no intentional design activity 

 

Depicting C-network 

Figure 6 illustrates an example of depicting a link between two C-units. 

 

Figure 6: A depiction of a link between two C-units 

This figure shows a link between C-units “Cu1” and “Cu2” which are represented as “Cu” 

and distinguished by subscripts. In this case, C1' which was designed and changed in Cu1, 

and B2 which is background of Cu2 are connected because they are the same object. In other 

words, the result of Cu1 become background of Cu2 when time passed from t1 to t2. 

We introduce an example from Kyoto, again. Streets in Heiankyo was as wide as 12 to 84 

meters when constructed, because it was modeled after the Chinese cosmology. Few decades 

after the construction, the governmental power got declined due to political confusion, then 

people living in Heiankyo started to occupy parts of the streets and cultivate or build houses 

there without permission. The streets were narrowed to 4 to 10 meters wide. Furthermore, 

some of those streets were re-widened to 15 to 30 meters wide in order to introduce a tram 

network at the time of modernization. In consequence, the present Kyoto has double grid 

street system which consists of many narrow streets and some wide streets where the tram 

has already gone. This process is depicted as Figure 7, and Figure 8 gives a supplementary 

statement about the spatial change of Kyoto's streets. 

       Ｃ𝑢1                     Ｃ𝑢2

𝑛1

 
 
𝑡1

[
 
 
 
 
   Ａ

1

Ｂ
1

Ｃ
1

→ Ｃ
1
′]

 
 
 
 
 

  
𝑛2

 
 
𝑡2

[
 
 
 
 
   Ａ

2

Ｂ
2

Ｃ
2

→ Ｃ
2
′]
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Figure 7: An example of depicting links between three C-units 

  

Figure 8: Images of longitudinal change of Kyoto's streets 

Objects of any layers of a C-unit potentially become those in any layer of other C-units, 

except for that people can only be an object in the A layer. If all kinds of C-units are depicted 

and connected in this manner, the historical flow is converted to network of changes. The 

following figure illustrates a C-network structure by skipping the depiction of the structure 

of each C-unit. 

 

Figure 9: An image of depicting the C-network 

The C-network is temporal, and directed. Each node of the C-network is a C-unit, which is 

also a three-layered network. Generally, such temporal, directed and dual network is not 

simple and not easy to deal with, but we believe the very complexity inherently comes from 

the nature of expanded phenomena.  

The network is also applicable to evaluating design activities. For example, “Cu3” in Figure 

9 may be judged as an important design activity as it has as many as four linked C-units. 

Such a method of evaluation would result in a wide and longitudinal viewpoint for design 

𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
 
 

9𝑡ℎ − 10𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑦

[
  ―

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝑊𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

]

 

        𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠
 
 

9𝑡ℎ − 12𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑦

[
𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑦𝑜
𝑊𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 12 − 84𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒 → 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 4 − 10𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒

]
 

 

                                                                                                        𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠
 
 

1912

[

  𝐾𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘

𝑆𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 4 − 10𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒 → 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 15 − 30𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒
] 

 

t 

Cu1 

Cu2 

Cu4 

Cu3 

Cu5 
Cu7 

Cu6 

Cu8 

Cu9 
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studies. Estimating the quality of each C-unit and link would also enable another type of 

analyses. 

Spatiotemporal Depiction 

In the model stated above, various objects were correlated topologically by two means. One 

is the interaction of A, B and C in each C-unit, and the other is the links among C-units.  

As we have demonstrated, objects that compose C-units belong to a variety of categories, 

such as people, place, buildings, legal structures, political structures, natural disasters, and so 

on. Elements in the same category are by definition related to one another regardless of C-

network because they have their own positions in the category. For instance, all physical 

elements of a city have position coordinate, thus the relationship among them is represented 

by a variety of ways, such as distance, direction, or inclusion. All persons have position in 

their organization, and are related to each other by social relations, such as, post, friendship, 

or biological relations. 

We argue that such position and direct relationships within a category have significant 

meaning to the composition of the C-network as they tend to be major causes of interactions 

among C-units and their links. They must be depicted in different ways as our model is 

limited to represent the topological and temporal relationships. Our approach also adapts 

existing methods for representing objects of a category, for instance, a map for urban space, 

an organizational chart for a team and a periodic table for chemical materials. 

One of such examples is the spatiotemporal flow of C-units. The spatiotemporal 

relationships among C-units in urban history can be drawn by expanding a regular map to 

the three dimensional expression having the temporal axis for the z-axis (Figure 10). Yellow 

rectangles drawn in x and y-axis in this figure mean the places in which the C-units took 

place, and are laid on the time of the change shown in z-axis. Arrows in this figure shows 

that earlier C-units become background of later ones because of adjacency or inclusion 

relation between places. This representation is application of existing methods used in time 

geography (Lentorp, 1978). 
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Figure 10: An example of depicting spatiotemporal change in urban space 

Discussions 

We have presented our approach to capture and understand expanded phenomena. As future 

work, we aim to re-design or deepen the model by reflection through introducing actual data. 

The process is similar to that of Levi-Strauss's study of myth (1983), in which he developed 

his “structure” by starting with a myth of Bororo people and introducing myth one after 

another. This study takes active and constructive approach, just like Levi-Strauss did. 

There are some issues to be addressed in choosing data sources. Although there are plenty of 

historical materials (primary sources) and various studies and expository texts for these 

materials (secondary sources), it is difficult to avoid the bias among topics because each 

material usually focuses on limited topics. What are written in the materials are not always 

“objective fact” and depend on their author's interpretation, as Carr (1967) pointed out. 

We are currently using books of overall history rather than books on specific historical 

topics. One reason of using such overall history books is that those books typically cover 

entire flows of the history with constant density from a wide point of view. Another reason is 

that such books are typically authored by multiple authors, thereby it is likely that we could 

lessen the effects of a particular author’s possibly extreme interpretations. Our study 

currently makes use of “The History of Kyoto” (Kyoto City, 1970-1976) as data source, 

which is published under the name of the city of Kyoto government, covering the overall 

history of Kyoto. This material is composed of ten volumes, having more than 6,000 pages, 

and edited by eighty historians in total. We acknowledge that the overall history cannot fully 

address the issues of dealing with historical material, but we think that the source is 

exhaustive enough to examine the efficacy of our model to depict the expanded phenomena 

out of the history of Kyoto. 

The concept of “object” in this paper covers a wide range of elements, where artifacts of 

various types and scales, natural objects and people are all included. We also make use of the 
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existing categorizations of objects, for example, people, substantial objects and concepts, 

depending on the purpose of a study. If researchers want to analyze urban history, for 

instance, places (as B or C) and people (as A or B) play an important role thereby they should 

be categorized in detail. Our previous work (Kita, 2015) has categorized places into twelve 

categories (e.g., governmental facility, temple, house, region and so on) and people into 

eleven categories (e.g., emperor, noble, merchant, artists and so on) based by applying the 

approach to the history of Kyoto. 

Based on the categorization, we are able to learn the way how each category appears in the 

history and how they are interrelated to one another. It is also possible to conduct graph 

analysis by introducing categories into C-network. Structural depiction and the 

categorization enables quantitative analysis of design activities through the history, which 

have been mainly captured qualitatively in former studies. To proceed such analysis, we are 

currently working on building a software systems to collect, analyze, visualize, and explore 

the data space.  

Conclusion 

This paper first shows the vision of studying expanded phenomena which requires 

expanding the previous design study in three dimensions through studying the history: 

artifact, people and time. Second, we propose a model and a method for depicting the history 

by focusing on changes of objects. The temporal network structure, named C-network, 

consists of a large number of C-units, each of which is composed of three layers: A 

(Actors/Agencies), B (Background) and C (Changed objects), which interact with one 

another. We discussed our future work and the future direction of this approach. 

The model enables the depiction of the complex history visually, structurally and 

quantitatively, which endures various types of analysis. Our next step in this research is to 

apply our model to concrete design case data.  

Our belief is that this type of study would allow us to engage in a new field of design study. 

For instance, design activities can be evaluated based on significance in the network of 

changes as stated in Section 3.2. Design should include not only designing an artifact for 

immediate time, place and the people and context at hand, but also designing artifacts in the 

context of broad relationships among people and artifacts over a possibly very long period of 

time, such as years and centuries. As for future design practice, we hope that this study will 

provide a new theoretical basis of design. 
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